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John Christopher "Johnny" Depp II (born June 9, 
1963) is an American actor, producer, and musician. 
He has won the Golden Globe Award and Screen 
Actors Guild award for Best Actor. He rose to 
prominence on the 1980s television series 21 Jump 
Street, becoming a teen idol.



    The most famous johnny brought roles in the films of Tim 
Burton, and the image of captain Jack Sparrow in the 
film series "pirates of the Caribbean".



■ In 2012 was recorded in the Guinness Book of world 
records as the highest paid actor, earning for the year 
$75 million. Johnny Depp has bought the island of Little 
Halls Pond Cay in the Bahamas archipelago.



Сareer
His father, John Christopher Depp, Sr., worked as a civil 
engineer, and his mother, Betty sue Palmer, waitress]. 
He has two sisters, Debbie and Christie, and brother 
Daniel. 



■ The death of his grandfather, with whom he spent his 
whole childhood, had a negative impact on the child's 
mind.. From the age of 12 he started to smoke, to drink 
alcohol. After his parents divorced when he was 15 years 
old, he began to use drugs and was soon expelled from 
school. Soon he found another passion - music. Also 
Depp is interested in literature, and one of his favorite 
authors is Jack Kerouac whose work strongly influenced 
the perception of johnny in adolescence. 



■ His first nomination for a Golden globe Depp received for 
the main role in Tim Burton's "Edward Scissorhands". 



■ Рrizes and awards
Nomination for "Oscar":

■ 2003 - Best actor (pirates of the Caribbean: the curse of the Black pearl")
2004 - Best actor ("Wonderland")
2007 - Best actor ("Sweeney Todd: the demon Barber of fleet street")

The Golden globe"(2007):
Best actor, Comedy/musical ("Sweeney Todd: the demon Barber of fleet 
street")

Nominated for "Golden globe":
1990 - Best actor, Comedy/musical ("Edward Scissorhands")
1993 - Best actor, Comedy/musical ("benny and Joon")
1994 - Best actor, Comedy/musical ("ed wood")
2003 - Best actor, Comedy/musical ("pirates of the Caribbean: the curse of 
the Black pearl")
2004 - Best actor, drama ("Wonderland")
2005 - Best actor, Comedy/musical ("Charlie and the chocolate factory")




